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Community, Solidarity  
and Creativity

In March 2020, the citizens of Québec were asked to stay 
home. Restaurants, theaters, shops and offices were closed for 
several months.

This lockdown caused by COVID-19 is difficult for everyone. 
Many people have experienced anxiety, loneliness and 
boredom. 

Gallea wanted to contribute to the well-being of the population 
and at the same time showcase local artists, this is how the 
colouring book project emerged. 

In addition to promoting Quebec destinations, the 
colouring book offered Quebec citizens young and old a 
creative and relaxing outlet.   

The colouring book has had an especially positive impact on 
the education world. Many teachers have used it with their 
students as an educational and artistic tool.

Fjord du Saguenay: Géant dessus, géant dessous. 
Marie-Noelle Lapointe

www.gallea.ca/fr/artistes/marie-noelle-lapointe




Colouring Book

The recruitment of artists took place through a call-out for 
illustrations. After sharing the call on our Facebook and 
Instagram pages and in our Newsletter, we received fifty artists 
submissions. 

Our selection committee choose the 27 illustrations that 
now form the content of the colouring book. Each illustration 
highlights a small corner of the Province of Quebec, as shown 
in this map of Quebec.

The title of the work and the name of the artist accompanies 
each illustration. We have integrated a QR code on each page. 
Anyone who scans it, is automatically redirected to the artist’s 
Gallea profile in order to discover more of their work, their 
biography as well as their artist statement.

The colouring book is available on gallea.ca. It was important 
for us that it remains free and accessible to everyone. Young 
and old can download, print it, or colour it directly on from 
their computers. 

https://www.gallea.ca/en/coloring-book


Distribution and Partners

With support from our partners Quebec Attractions and 
Events, Tourism Montreal, Alliance Tourism Industry of 
Quebec and Quebec Getaways the promotion of the colouring 
book travelled quickly.

Whether it is to highlight Gallea’s initiative or to offer a list of 
activities to do in times of a pandemic, the colouring book 
initiative has been seen and shared on several social networks. 
It even made an appearance on Quebec’s Global News and 
Salut Bonjour !

https://globalnews.ca/video/7065918/colouring-quebec-with-a-new-artistic-initiative
https://www.salutbonjour.ca/2020/06/15/bien-dici-gallea


Colouring Book  
in Figures

23 
artists

50 
submissions

8,000  
downloads 

250,000 +  
views

27 
illustrations

12 
regions



Build your made to measure 
partnership with

Our creative team combined with our versatile platform 
allows you to build innovative artistic and cultural projects that 
reflect your values   and brand identity.

Do you have a project in mind? 

Challenge us: 
 partnership@gallea.ca

mailto: partnership@gallea.ca

